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CHAPTER I ",

TIGRAY'S AGRICULTURE

Tigray's agriculture is based on plough cultivation of
predominantly cereal crops. The level of subsistence, except for
periods of good rains, has declined radically, during the past
decades, with almost everything produced being consumed at the
farm _household level. Because Tigray's agriculture depends
entirely on the availability of rain watert agricultural production is
erratic, showing high variability from season to season, depending
on the adequacy of the rains. Even in modem times, Tigray's
agriculture has operated without modern inputs of any kind. The
loss of soil nutrients is believed to be high, resulting in declining
yields per unit of land and labour.

The technology of the ox-plough in Tigray's agriculture bas
prevailed without modification for thousands of years, harnessing
the same land over and over again. The agrarian system has,
within it, superimposed, a fast accelerating pOpulation growth
resulting in high density per arable land, which density far exceeds
the carrying capacity of the land' in many areas. The overall
inevitable result has been the gradual but steady decline in soil and
labour productivities. With such deterioration bas come about the
deterioration of the terms of trade of agriculture, affecting all areas
of economic management.

Apart from technological backwardness and know-how,
drought, other climatic factors, and migratory and other pests
contribute to the poor performance in agriculture and livestock.
The increasing loss of top soil through erosion and of forests to



fuel wood and tillage have exposed the region to serious
environmental and ecological dangers.

In consideration of these problem areas, the Central of
Ethiopia and Regional Government of Tigray have designed a
Programme called "Sustainable Agriculture and Environmental
Rehabilitation in Tigray {SAERT)". The SAERT programme will
be controlled and managed by the farmers of Tigray. This
arrangement is new because past programmes were controlled and
managed by governments. This Conference has been called to
discuss this new arrangement. Through SAERT the potential for
irrigated agriculture will be expanded greatly. In Tigray the
potential for irrigated agriculture is believed to be high, higher than
300,000 hectares.

A major· contributor to the process of rehabilitation and
reconstruction of the natural resource base will be water
development. That water is the single most critical variable in
Tigray's agricultural production is an issue long recognized.
However, what is not generally recognized is the fact that Tigray's
topography lends itself conveniently to small scale supplemental
irrigation, through the use of micro-dams and spring and river
diversions. The few hydrological exploitation conducted also
indicate that the water tables remain high for many areas in Tigray.
There are also a few perennial rivers that require special attention
for agriculture and hydro-electric power. Therefore the importance
of ,water development in Tigray is one that has no equal in terms
of policy priorities. The region has more than 9 billion cubic
metres of water as run off, all of which disappears without being
used. If Tigray uses 50 per cent of this run-off, Tigray can
irrigate half-a million hectares of land which acreage can easily
feed three times the present population of Tigray.
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The vegetation cover of. the region has declined to only
0.3% at the present time. The calises of this decline are many
including land clearance for agriculture, cutting of trees for
firewOOd and construction, and outbreaks of fire. The effects of
this massiv~, deforestation are .~ortage of wood for various uses,
massive soil erosio~, iuD-off, 1«;lss in soil fertility, and reduced
crop yields. The effect of the 'deforestation, is dramatic in this
Region 'in which there are areas where there are 'no trees in sight. .;
ShQrtage' of fuel wood in the region·haye forcedpeople to utilize
most of their meagre income on fuel wOOd purchase. People have
already' dug roots of trees which were gone long time ago for
frrewood. When there ate no more roots to dig, people are using
animal wastes and crop residues for firewood. Animal wastes and
crop residues could'have better been used in the farm to maintain
soil fertility. The loss of manure and crop residues combined with
soil erosion and land overuse have resulted in reduced agricultural
outputs. Consequently, the region is not self sufficient in
agricultural production.

The principal preoccupation of SAERT can be stated as
follows: Tigray's agrarian system should be geared to the
widespread use of irrigation technology and total dependence on
rainfed systems should be minimized and gradually eliminated. In
the recent past, in response to the recurring droughts in the region,
past governments constructed in Tigray about fifty small size
micro-dams. However, none of these micro-dams have been used
for agricultural production. Faulty designs and construction
measures as well as the absence of a technical knowledge in
irrigation agronomy have contributed to this state of affairs. The
dams are now in disrepair. These constraints have to be overcome
as part of the processes of making SAERT a viable proposition.
At the same time every effort must be made to protect and enhance

':---the Region's environment using biological and physical measures.
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Climatic Variability and A~cultura1 Production

, On the highland part of Tigray the mean annual rainfall
ranges from 980 mm on the Axum plateau -to 450 mm on the
Northern part of the Easte~ escarpment (Agame and Kilte Awlaelo
area). 'The variability of annual rainfall ranges from 20% in
western Tfgray (Shire area), to 40% in Eastern Tigray (Adigrat_
plateau). Similarly t the length of the growing period varies from
more than 120 days in the West to 90 days along the Eastern
escarpment and Eastern lowlands. Because of shortage and
irregularity of rainfall, crop failure and scarcity of animal feed
occurred for prolonged periods.

Even during periods of high annual rainfall, there have been
numerous cases when the break between consecutive rains become
very long and -caused total crop failure. As shown in Table 1, the
actual yield is very low compared to the potential yield. The low
level of the actual yield is not fully attributed to water deficit alone
but also to the lack of essential improved 'agricultural inputs.
Nevertheless, climatological data of the, region reveals that the
decrease in moisture had. a significant share, in reducing the crop
~eW. '
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Table 1 Average Yield Obtained in Tigray and Potential
Yield

Crop Average Yield qt/ha Potential Yield qtJrra

Barley 6.5 30
Wheat 5.1 50
Pulses· 3.1 . 15
Maize 8 50 :
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As sho~vn in Table 2, under average condition~ ~nd

presuming moisture deficit is uniformly distributed over the
growing season, the relative yield decrease of maize in Abyi Adi
is 29% while it is 72% in Adigrat. The latter corresPonds to
absolute crop failure. A further 1% decrease in moisture during the
critical growth period of the crop would make the relative yield
decrease of maize to be 36% and 87% for Abyi Adi and Adigrat,
respectively. The figures for Adigrat imply that crop production is
seriously hampered by moisture deficit in the area. This complies
with the actual happening in the Eastern Zone.

Table 2 - Relative Yield Decrease as a Function of Water Deficit
Crop: Maize

Zoac RaiDfalI WlIIr:t lte1Btive Yield necn.e with MoiDre
rcquftd Ddicit O:carriog cIurin&

Mean !lffec:tM Wbo!e 5e8SOD Critical -., with
WlIlI:r lb::rease

~ May-Sep May.Sep unifamty by l~ by 10"

mm mm DIm

Maickw 558 357 498 .15 .44 .53

Mek~ 48S 3!0 576 .!8 .7 :17

AdigJlIt 390 249 587 .12 .87 .93

AbyiAdi 70S 451 589 .29 .36 .41

Adwa 668 421 576 .32 .4 ..5

A total of 500 (five hundred)_schemes will be built within
ten years consisting of watershed management, irrigation
infrastructures including microdams as well as irrigation agronomy
as part of the necessary tasks of food production, afforestation and
general soil conservation/farm management. In addition to these
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tasks about 200,000 hectares of land or more of soil conservation
works have to be undertaken every year with the laboUr processes
of the people. It is recognized that building 500 irrigation schemes
in the next 10 years is an enormous task. If succeSsfully .
undertaken, as envisagoo, these schemes can support the food 
security needs of more than 3 million people.

To determine the number of micro-dams to be constructed
in each of the four zones of Tigray, a set of criteria was first
prepared. Out of these, seven that were felt to be the most:
impOrtant were chosen. These seven' criteria were: size of the
zones, population density, land degradation, shortage of rainfall,
technical viability, expected incremental production, and finally the
degree of absence of agrlcultural services.

Unlike in the past, however, since SAERT is-a beneficiary
and not a government pro~e, the beneficiaries will take the
initiatives to identify what they want and to ask for assistance to
achieve these needs.

Status of Water "Supply for Humans and Uyestock

:Ibe occurrence of ftequentdrought has also affected the
ground water 'as much as the ~eld crops. Recent wen drilling
works revealed the drastic fall of the water table to greater depths.
On the other hand, streams and springS which once were- perennial
and of large flow rate are now of little or no significance. For
these reasons there is a big shortage of -water supply both for
human and livestock. In most cases, people must travel more than
five km to fetch water and livestock get water after travelling the
same distance. ..
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: ~.:. With the Implementation of SAERT's water harvecm.ng
schemes, however, thee will be an increase in the rate of recharge
of the ground water resulting from the impoUndment of a large
body: of Wjlter on the surface. Therefore, the yield of springs and
wells would' increase substantially.

Present Situation of the Enyironment

" 'The land of Tigray is composed of steep slopes which are
prone'to soil erosion because of run-off fro~ bare mountains.
Some ,s(q4ies indicate that up to 17 tons of tOp soil are removed
anntialry'from one hectare of land in Tigray. There bas been some
effort to cover the bare landscape with trees in the last 25 years.
This effort was not good enough to reduce run-off and consequent
effects because of its limitation in scope and budget.

'!here is a big demand for fuel wood and other forest
pr~c;ts in the region with very few trees. The price of fuel wood
is veJ:Y high, and people spend a great proportion of their income
on'pifrchase of fuel wood. This problem will get worse unless
moie,,'p)antiDg is done in the coming years. At 'least 400,000
hectaies~'-of fuel wood plantations has to 'be established for the
coming 10 years to satisfy the demands for firewood and
construction.

, .
The demand for lumber in the Region is even higher as the

Region doe snot produce any lumber at present. All lumber comes
from the southern part of Ethiopia. The supply in the southern
part is also dwindling leading to the impoit of lumber from
oyerseas. The planting programme ,in the region is at present
Ji!p~¥ to fast growing, species such as eucalyptus.
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Research: No formal research work is being done in
Tigray in spite of the great need for it. So far only two trial and
demonstration sites are in operation.

Extension: The Bureau of Agriculture operates 277
Development Centres. There are 254 Development Agents and

,270 Home Agents working with the agricultural community. It is
estimated that the average Development Agent/Farmers ratio is
1:1,500. This compares unfavourably with the,nationaI ratio of
1:1,300 which again is much lower than ideal standards.
F\1rtJlennore, extension work does not cover the whole of Tigray.
Five out of 71 Weredas of Tigray have not been receiving
agricultural extension services in recent times. The extension
system now in operation in Tigray will be reviewed so that it can
operate at· least cost possible and with programme focus and
support to participation of farmers. '

Extension services are primarily concerned with crop and
animal production. Bee production and fisheries are not yet well
develOped. There are 70 Veterinary Clinics in operation.
However, their quality is low' and there is an acute'shortage of
drugs. Nine, Veterinary Doctors, twenty' seven Assistant
Veterinaries and two Laboratory Technicians are in place in
Tigray.

In the field of rural technology, various attempts are being
mad~ to introduce farmers to the use of improved agricultural tools
and equipment including'the use of biogas technology.. .

A&ricu1tuia1 igpuu sullllY: Various inputs are being
provided to the farmer. ·However, the volume· of inputs is very
low 'due to various factors. First, the capacity of the extension
service to make the farm~ aware of the adv~tages of using the
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inputs is quite limited. Second, the volume of inputs available for
distriJn~tion is very low. Finally, in many instances 1 the capacity
of the farmer to buy the inputs is quite low. The under
development of the rural-credIt system contributes to this situation.

Expected End-of-PreparatoIy Phase of SAERT

During the preparatory phase of SAERT, sixty small and
medium irrigation schemes/microdains ·will be constructed- which
will be used for irrigation purposes. The Tigray Region has
relatively good experience in building micro-dams. Small and
medium-scale irrigation projects- will, as a rule, be geared to
peasant oriented operations and the chances of these contributing
to higher household incomes are relatively good.

By the end of the preparatory period, which period will last
3-4 years, there will be a change in the farming systems of the
areas around the 60 proposed schemes. Prior to the
commencement of construction of a dam, it is cQmpulsory to carry
out intensive soil conservation and afforestation activities in the
catchment using all available human resources and technology
available.

On average, a reservoir dam with a gross storage capacity
of two million cubic metre would be sufficient to supplement more
than 300 hectares of rainfed.agriculture andJor 100 hectares of dry
season irrigation. This is equivalent to the landholding of two or
three villages or 300-400 families. Therefore~·w1th the Project, at
least one main crop could be harvested in years of below normal
rainfall and an additional crop in years of normal rainfall.
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'There will be an,increase in the product;ion of cereals and
vegetable crops. Newly introduced forage species and fruit trees
will 8Iso, be grown by farmers. The fruit and fodder trees will be
growing on the backyards of target, farms from the seedlings to be
produced and distributed in the horticultural and forestry nufsery
sites of the project.

Farmers of the project areas will be well acquainted with
the modern cultural'practices including the value of inputs ·such as
fertilizers, improved seeds" pesticides etc. -

During thepr~tory phase, it is also expected that all the '
necessary training will be given to the selected target farmers,
Development .Agents, zonal and Regional Subject Matter
Specialists.

It is expected that farmers in the proj~t areas are given the
appropriate training on iMproved forage development practices.

'They should be able to grow the .newly introduced grasses and
legumes and be acquainted with the 'feeding systems of these
forages. It is also expected that the draught power, milk and meat
'production of animals around the project areas will increase as a
result of 'the improved feeding system. The nutritional status and
income will alSo be improved and water for human and livestock
consumption will be guaranteed for populations near SAERT's area
of operation.

The advantages of using' supplementary irrigation' have
always been clear. This was corroborated by the results of a
survey'made in two villages in Tigray in 1993~ Both villages had
fanners depending totally on rain-fed agricul~e and others using
supplementary irrigation.. Results of the survey clearly indicated
the following:
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SnIDe f~Tmers dependLllg totally on rain-feci
agriculture experienced total crop failure;
Other farmers depending on rain-fed agriculture,
though not experiencing total failUre, had quite low
yields;
Farmers using supplementary irrigation harvested
relatively good crops;
In general average agricultural income differential
between the farmers who used supplementary
irrigation and those that did -not was estimated to be
70% in one of the villages' and 220% in the other.

The potential gross, benefit attributed to irrigation is
demonstrated in Table 3. As shown in this table, irrigation would
enable production of 4.5 tons more of wheat or 4.2 tons more of
maize and an additional 16 tons of potato per year from one
hectare of irrigated fields.

If this potential can be- reached, the implications are
enormous. Assuming a potential production.increa~"of_grains of
4 tons, and assuming also that the irrigated fiel~s are _~ under
grains, (6,000 hectares) the increment3l production would be
24,000 tons. At a much higher supply than currently available of
daily calorie supply per capita of, 2,100 the incremental production
of 24,000 tons would suffice to take care of the needs of
aRP~oximately 1-12,000 extra people. SAERT is envisaging the
construction of 500 microdams over ten years. At the end of that
period potential increase of production on 50,000 hectares of
irrigated fields would be 200,000 tons - enough to feed an extra

.930,000 people, who without the project, would almost,-s~ely be
depending on food aid. It should be noted here that increm~ta1
production of 200,000. tons is almost twice the amount of food
q~ficit estimated. for ~e entire Tigray region in the 1992/93 crop
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year. on the production assumptions explained above, a total of
'800,000 tons of potato woUld be produced every year.by the end
of the tenth year. This increment of potato production woUld, with
other dietary adjustments, satisfy the food energy needs of over 3
OOllion~re. .

Table 3: Potential Annual Yield Increment per Unit Area
Attributed'to Irrigation .

Crop Existing Proposed Average Potential
Culture Culture Yield Yield **

QtJtm QtIha

Wheat· Nl supp 5~ 50
~ R+ ·supp + 8* 50
Potato IRR IRR 20 180

IRR IRR

NI
SUpp
R
IRR

= Not Irrigated,
= Supplementary Irrigation, .

= Rainfed, ,
= Irrigated Fully

* Source:'
** Source:

Hunting Technical Report
Agricultural Compendium For Rural Development
Iil The Tropics .and SUbtrOpics.

. .At the end of the preparatory phase of SAERT, the'
degraded ar~s in the project area devoid of vegetation will show
signs of recovery with millions of seedlings planted on them for
soil protection and forest products. Soil erosion and siltation on
micro-dams will decrease signifi~tly because of the re-vegetation
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and protection of the catchment areas. Availability of forage
(grasses from protected areas and forage trees planted by fanners)
for livestock will be improved Substantially.

The .welfare of people will be improved because of the
income generated from various employment opportunities
including in irrigation, beekeeping,. fisheries, etc. . . The skills
of professionals and farmers in the Region in managing plantations
of various"nses and in varied environments will be improved for
sustainable development.

There are many other positive end results, attributed to
SAERT, "which" could not be expressed in monetary terms. For
instance~'thepromotion of irrigation'development in Tigray would
have a positive effect on the rehabilitation of degraded land. That
is, since both labour requirement and economic return are higher
in irrigated agriculture than the rain fed, many people cultivating
marginal land could be accommodated in the former; thus relieving
the stress on those areas.

For SAERT to operate successfully, supporting physical
infrastructures will be required. During the past seventeen years
of the Derg regime, no physical structures relating to rural
development were built in Tigray. During the preparatory period
ofdiefSAERT programme, a central office for SAERT would have
been built at Mekelle which'\vould be capable of providing office
facilities as well as accommOdate a modern development support
communication unit, a well as a documentation and conference
centres. A modern technology maintenance centre will also be
built in Mekelle. -

13



CHAPTER II

SAERT'S STRATEGY

The development strategy, among other things, should
consistently observe the support and voluntary participation of the
people in every aspect and phase of the project unlike the previous
rigid, over-bureaucratized and imposed working mechanisms.
SAERT should envisage the establishment of a streamlined and
sustainable institutional structure that is particularly suited to local
requirements in transforming and facilitating the active
participation of the people in the planning, decision-making,. and
implementation process. Hence equity in sharing the benefits and
proper distribution of projects shall be easily ascertained.

The project strategy aims at availing adequate water supply
and utilizing it for irrigation, water supply for domestic use etc.
It is planned that the water resource development work be initiated
by institution-building. This would include. improvement of the
capacity of the Tigray bureaus of Agriculture and of Natural
Resource technically, and materially.

Another point of the project strategy is to get financial
support for the design and construction of 500 irrigation schemes
to be implemented in three phases. The first phase, considered as
a preparatory phase, would be the flI'St three years. During this
period the major task would be institution-building as well as
construction. of 60 irrigation schemes. The second phase would be
from year-3 to year-6 in which 200 schemes are to be constructed.
The time span for the last phase would be from year-6 to year-IO.
During this period another 240 schemes would be constructed and
made operational.

14



Prior to the commencement of construction of an irrigation
scheme, it is compulsory to carry out intensive soil conservation
and afforestation activities in the catchment. These activities
would also be sustained after the end of the project. To this effect,
the beneficiaries would be made to take the responsibility from the
very beginning. In line with this, the respective Tabia, Wereda,
and Zonal administration bodies and extension offices would be
involved in the planning and implementation process.

15
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R.URAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTING SERVICES

Important Development Conditions
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Environmental consideration shall be a core element of the
process of planning and operation of a scheme. While working for
the reformation of the environment on one hand, the development
works on the other, might be a cause for deterioration of the
environment if due consideration is not given from the very
beginning. . The environmental deteriorating factors like soil
erosion, soil salinization, water-borne diseases, etc., shall be given
due attention in SAERT activities. Proper designs, efficient
operation mechanisms and training of beneficiaries and extension

beneficiary participation with special emphasis on
enhancing the participation of women and the
creation of water and sanitation committees;
the training of the village level of operation and
maintenance technicians;
the selection of cost-effective and appropriate
technologies; .
the standardization of design, equipment and
supplies;
health and sanitation education.

A well worked out water resources development project
plan is needed to provide the rural population with safe and
adequate water. For SAERT to be sustainable, the mode of its
implementation has to incorporate the wiShes, ideas and aspirations
of the community ~ which can be assured through:



ag~~ts. would be the factors to be considered for' preventing
envitoiunental degradation".

Women in DeyelQ1>metlt Services

Rural women in Tigray are among the most diSadvantaged
of the rural poor both socially and economicJ1ly. Maternity death
is very high resulting from poor nutrition, poor health and high
fertility, debilitating poverty and limited access to health services.
Furthermore, it has been their lot to suffer from time-eonsuming .
chores and backbreaking drudgery. The problem bas further been
compounded by the fact that, as a result mainly of the war, around
40% of rural households are headed by wo~en.

Women in rural Tigray participate in many on-farm and
off-farm activities. women are active -in crop and livestock
production,. itl,afforestation programmes, in the construction of
micro-dams -and management of the available water resources, in
the production of baskets, pottery, cotton products, spices and
ince,~ as well as diary products and the like for home use as well
as· the market thus- contributing also to an increase in the family
income.

In spite' of the fact that women's share in development is
unquestioned, they have not traditionally bad access to the basic
-resources and support services. With regard to ownership of land,
-steps are already being taken in an effort to guarantee equitable
distribution of land between, male and female members of the
community. This is a promising development. With regard to

.. ac~s to other basic' resources and services, however, serious·
.~~i"ations ate beiJ;J.g made so that women could have direct
access ~ in.$tutional credit something they never· bad the
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possibility before. With regard to agricultural extension support,
-a· study made in tWo-areas revealed that although women ow!t land
equally with their opposite sex, they do not have access to ttailiing
and-the use of new technologies as men do.

Women's participation in grassroots institutions is generally
favourable although a lot more needs to be done. Their

.participation in rui'al Baitos is satisfactory. The Democratic
.Association of Tigray women (DATW) was formed in 1991 with
the major objective of ensuring and promoting the democratic
rights of Tigrean women. Presently, DATW is involved in sQCial
activities such as literacy campaigDs and is also getting increasingly
concerned and involved with the economic affairs of its members.
Women's participation in agricultural service cooperatives at
present is quite disappointing. Women account for a meagre 3 per
cent of total service cooperative membership and none are
members of the executive committees of the cooperatives. As a
result, the overwhelming majority of women have not been able to
take advantage of credit schemes, input supply, and extension
services.

It has often been stated that the major constraints limiting
the role of women in income generating activities are their huge
responsibilities in maintaining the family and the household chores
such as fetching water, grinding grain, and firewood collection.
With the introdu~on of the SAERT programme, beneficiary
women can look for some relief from the pressure of collecting
water and later 0 frrewood. grinding grain, however, will remain
a serious problem for years to come unless alternative technologies
are introduced. data obtained reveal that the time required to griDd
one kilogramme of teff manually is on average 47 minutes, while
it only takes 9 seconds to grind the same amount mechanically.
The lack of clean water supply in the rural areas contributes to

18



serious health problems of women. Therefore during the
preparatory phase of SAERT twenty four flour mills and twenty
four water stations will be established.

Provision ofcredit - Women need to have some capital to
engage in income gentmlting activities. Women in Tigray have
sufficient experience. in handling goats, sheep and pOultry. It is
proposed here to enable women to have access to credit facilities
for the purchase of founding stock and initial operating
expenditures.

Homan resources developmept - Training needs· to be
given to target beneficiaries through specialized animators.
Train:ing should be given in flour mill operations, poultry rearing,
sheep and goat production, vegetable production, and also for
selected members training in bookkeeping and credit management.

Instttntiona' sulJllOrt - Both the intermediary' and
community based organizations involved in the implementation of
the project would require support in such. things as means of
transport, adding machines, and,training materials and supplies..

Inforrilation ~stem$' Services

The realization of sustainable agricultural development and
natural resources and enVironmental development demands, among
other things, the effective disse.tion of useful knowledge on
protection of the environment, water development - especially in
supplementary irriga~on, the use of modern inputs, the results of



research activities. Such activities call for a strong extension
communication service.

There is a great need for the mobilization of professional
extension communicators who can promote the knowledge building
and sharing process in the participatory activities of the people
involved in rural development., To help make the process feasible,
it is a necessity to organize a DevelOpment Support extension
communication Unit within SAERT. Such a Unit undertakes the
task of utilizing the available communication technologies that suit
the needs ofdevelopment objectives. Facilitating the effective flow
of information and ideas between beneficiaries, development
workers, project management, and the local and national authorities
will be the task of the Unit. The Unit shall serve as an instrument
to meet the information ne~ of the farmers to solve their day to
day practical production proble~s. the Unit will be based in
Mekelle and work out of there.

Technolo~ Smwort Services

SAERT project will be heavily involved in continuous
construction work. To do this, it will be in possession of a large
number of construction machinery and vehicles. For a construction
unit to be effective, it should be backed by a reliable maintenance
service. Investigations made to look into the possibiliqr of getting
acceptable service for SAERT's fleet in external maintenance
facilities in tigray proved negative. For this reason it is proposed
to establish SAERT's own workshop based in Mek.elle. The
workshop is designed to care to the maintenance needs ofa fleet of
more than 75 units of different types ofconstruction machinery and
mobile units.

20
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For reasons of efficiency, it is proposed to have also mobile
workshop to support the central workshop. It is to a great extent
possible to successfully -undertake even major component
repI.a~ments in the field with a fully equipped mobile workshop.

Cactus Prod1iction and Processin&' Service

Itbas been repeatedly stated that mucb ofthe land ofTigray
is highly degraded land. Intensive human and livestock use has
resUlted in the rapid disappearance of tree and bush vegetation.
Many farmers have been forced to introduce prickly pear cactus
around the sloppy -homesteads -to be used as food and feed in
drought seasons. _And different organizations like REST and the
Tigray Regional National Resources conservation and Development
Bureau play important roles in the expansion of cactus production.

The development of drought-resistant prickly pear cactus
crops, especially on unused steep-slopes and semi-arid stony lands,
is a good example of rational and efficient land use, converting
marginal land moo productive land.

Cactus growing contributes greatly to the strengthening of
the farmer's position in times of drought serving as a life saving
crop for bothh~ and animals.

According to - surveys conducted in eleven potential
Weredas, Prickly Pear Cactus growers cultivated about one third
more land tban non-growers, although land holding in these areas
are said to be equal. -The same-surVey showed that cactuS growers
have higher ownership of livestock per household indicating that
normally unutilizable land has accommodated cactus growth.
Growing of cactus may thus enable poor farmers to increase the
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amount of land under cultivation. Tigray produces about 3 miUion
quintals of cactus fruit.

A challenge for SAERT would be the popularization of
cactus growing, production for the market by introducing
appropriate technologies especially in preservation and processing
at the small scale/cottage industries level, and; help the farmers
themselves to ,own and manage them. SAERT should also look
into the possibilities of the cactus fruit to be utilized in the making
of jams, soft drinks, wine, etc. Studies should also be made to
determine the appropriate technology for utilizing the cactus stem
for animal -feed. Processing ·and storage technologies such as
burners and mobile-chuff cutters should be tried and where'
applicable popularized. Although cactus is an important crop for
food security, it is a weed and as such should be planted far away
from food producing areas.



CHAPTER'IV

BUDGETARY PROVISIONS

The initial budgetary provision for the implementation of
the preparatory phase '?f,~AERT will .~ obtained from donor
agenci~and from govenUnent budgetary provisio~. "nte structure
of the proposed SABRT budget reflects the need' to continue
programme activitieS, beyond the Preparatory ph8se with .minimum
inconvemence. Donor agenciest

inv~lvement is limited to the
procurement of equipment, advisory services, training,
infrastruetural facilities as well as very limited food aid. For these
purposes a total of US$22 million and about 12,000 tons of grain
·and 407,560 litres of oil will be required. Direct government
budgetary contributions will help pay, the salary and daily
subsistence allowance of the staff of SAERT. the, fund required
for this purpose ·amounts to Birr'17 million. _An additional 38
million Birr will be obtained from fonnal credit inStitutions for the
purchase, locally t of essential farm inputs.

These resources coming from the Government and donor '
,agencies Will be ~de available to SAERT on a loan basis. In the
long-run they are repayable by the beneficiaries of SAERT. This
needs to be clear to all farmers in Tigray. ,Once the irrigation
schemes become operatiorull farmers will fulance, ~ough

mobilization of their resources, the activities of SAERT.



CHAPTER V

CONCEPTUAL INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS
FORSAERT

Popular Education for Self-Reliance

Even subsistence survival is not assured for the majority of
the rural inhabitants in Tigray. Significant regions, districts and
classes are economically highly marginalized. Given the
continuation _of status quo policies, the situation will
deteriorate. The population of Tigray is currently growing at 3.5
per cent and as such the population will double in nearly 20 years.
At adjusted growth rates of food production, the best that can be
hoped (given the implementation of massive SAERT - like
programmes) is for Tigray to barely feed itself during the same
period. The physical size of the region or of arable land will not
grow substantially to accommodate such an expanding population.
Average holdings cannot therefore indefinitely diminish as they
have already reached the lowest pennissable level under urinfed
systems.-

The political, social, and financial cost of failing to meet
subsistence needs of the rural poor are staggering. In this regard,
no real accounting of the situation has been done. Not only is
there a need to break. the imbalance in resource availability but also
the need to maintain the continuity of such resources to achieve
growth. Such resources have to be generated primarily from
inside Tigray.: Tigray's -development programme, espeCially.
SAERT will succeed or fail on this score alone. Every effort
should therefore be made to effectively disseminate this objective
truth so that everyone in Tigray is fully aware and committed to
struggle for its own survival based on self-reliance.



The. issue of self-reliance merits discussion. A federal
system of goveniment such as the one emerging in Ethiopia pre
supposes that members of the federation will have to organize their
economies within the economic means available in their respective
regions. While this development is indeed one to be welcomed by
the people of Tigray, it also has its darker sides of potentially
creating, if not handled properly, misbalanced regional growth
patterns, considering that the resources (agriculture and natural
resources) of Tigray, by our present knowledge of them, may not
easily·· lend themselves to effective growth in the shortest time
possible. The challenge of SAERT lies in this important sphere.
Through the proposed schemes the growth in production should be
high and realizable within the time frame proposed by the SAERT
project. This means every effort should be made to realize the
proPosed targets. All the same, .the proposed diiection will be
contained within the crucially desirable direction for self-reliance
in Tigray's development paradigm. Self-reliance within an
interdependent p~digm is already the cornerstone for
Tigray's development, a principle to be pUrsued as a goal with
full vigour and commitment by every citizen in Tigray, YOUDg
or old. Popular education can also convey this message
effectively... Self-reliance pursued as an objective stimulates
creativity; enhances (in the 10Bg run) the harnessing of local
resources; ensures participation; reduces alienatiQn and
dependency; introduces diversified development, and, in the
end, creates more respectful iDterdepeiulence and solidarity
with others (like the other membeis of the federation) that are
at more or less the same level of development. We have



quoted on this page's footnote1 a quotation by Ronald Berger on
the Chinese Leadership'5 Commitment to the idea of self-reliance,
perhaps the only country which vigorously applied the principle
and succeeded.

A related issue is the inefficiency built into misbalanced
regional growth in terms of additional transport costs and price
fluctuations in highly imperfect markets. Poverty taxes women
especially harshly. Insecurity is the primary motive for the
creation of large families, and women pay heaVy physical and
psychological costs. Add finally the social and economic drains of
investment in children who don't get the pre- and post-natal care
to reach age one (or five) and the long-term costs of lifetime care
of the disabled. In brief, if assisting the poor in Tigray has costs
in terms of security, the initial investment for initiating sustainable
development, is lower in comparison with the costs of the status
quo. The initial costs of SAERT in terms of generating
substantial external resources should not therefore discourage
public officials.

Environmental decline, so serious as it is in Tigray,
should be of more than local concern. Yet current and future
cnses are usually mystified by food imports and technological
promises. Even in this SAERT programme, we are arguing for
limited food and technological imports as short~term avenues for
transformation. By indulging in these imports, we could be
accused of continuing the investment patterns of the past where
past actions have not led to productivity gains. It is clear,

1 Tn his Auaust 194.5 apcech Mao TIe T1m& 1lIICd the~ "Tm Ii Keaa Sheua" wlHclt IiII:nI1y tnnsIata1 ia "rcpICl'Ilian
dInlu&b our Oft dforta" . 'lbilI1IKR lIl:l:III1Ildy aJIlYC)'I the true IDCIIIh&a of the policy daIII die tr:r1II "1Idf-ldilmcc".~
d!rougb our own effodI" aJJo'" itclar dlatdIiB.apolicy radk:aIly diffen:atfrom·d~· <r •.....,.,•• It is in fact
tile _ ..applied OR 1M CllQIIDEc fruaI: IIIIllIlllma diftdIy from Mal 'f».Tua'. oauiIIeat empbasIs dill: "die people. UIl1
the people"', Ire Ibe IDOtiYe force ill the IDIkiaI ofwcdI JriItuy. ad dJat -.e JIIIIIaI have bolIIIda aaUw power". 1tooaI4
Berger, '1df-i'CliaDce. put IIIld preIiCfIt', EuIm Ho:ima, Vel. ix, NQ.3, pp. 1-24.
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however, that without these initial- -short-term i~centives, little
progress can be ma~ in the long march for transformation, _.m
view of the fact that the environme~t is being destroyed at a ftst
rate and as such will require fast actions. Because the struggle is
arduous and difficult, it is often easier to simply blame the peasants
for the destruction of the environment. After all, peasants do not
despoil their environment or deplete soils by preference. It should
be clear to all concerned in SAERT of the necessity to consider
"external" incentives as learning processes.

A recent FAO study on environmental rehabilitation efforts _
in the northern highlands of Ethiopia reveals both causes and
solutions, providing a good educational tool. Peasants who lack
security of landholding or land use are unlikely to rebuild a healthy
long-term contract especially with land resources~ - . A policy
oriented study'. needs to explore this essential dimension.
Redesigning peasant-state-tnarket links will not be the whole
solution to every ecolo~cal -crises. Nature is predictably
unpredictable, more. so in Tigray and some harsh climates- are
beyond our current abilities to alter at least in the short-run. Yet
small educative participatory experiments provide a
framework for reorientation of education culriculum and give
reason to be hopeful. SAERT is one of such experiments.

One of the important issues which should bring urgency to
addressing the Tigray problem is the deepening financial crisis of
the state. The region is rich in human resources, with people
highly motivated to evolve and to grasp ideas which can transform
their lives. These resources need to be harnessed further. To
begin this process more seriously, external seed-money in ~ form
of credit is essential. A rich universe of small credit experience

. worldwide illustrates specific conditions under which the rural poor
can mobilize their own savings and rapidly expand incomes. With
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a new form of state-citizen dialogue and modest aid, regions,
communities, and households could create largely self-reliant
development federations, prosp.erous enough to help rebuild a
relatively viable financial health. This is the central theme -of
SAERT. There is at present good leadership and governance in
Tigray to achieve this desirable direction.

The spatial and structural evolution of employment in
Ethiopia and Tigray provide a compelling argument for social
planning and balanced rural growth. Cities cannot expand
indefinitely via Darwinian struggle. The catchall concept of the
informal sector, much idealized in donor corridors, hides
significant inequalities and the vulnerabilities of most households.
Current reformist and remedial employment programmes reach a
tiny percentage of the needy; resources and political will do not
exist to expand such programmes to scale. Yet alternative
programmes currently in practice in Asia and even in states like
Zimbabwe through the ORAP·programme, indicate the practicality
of inexpensive participatory development ofrural and ago-industry
and local mechanisms of social planning. Again it is a question
of building institutions and skills at the lOcal and regional levels.
The youth and even those in middle age could be particularly open
to such a challenge.

There are also compelling cultural reasons for an alternative
development policy and the acceleration ofdevelopment rather than
growth and commodification. One is the plight of women who
produce most of the food yet remain disempowered by markets,
politics, and patriarchy. , It is important to start through SAERT
activities which will enable women to have economic powers of
their own. It is not utopian to imagine recreating culture and
institutions so that work is not survival necessity or means to
sa~sfy only material· urges but rather an activity of self-

I
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astu~lization and enjoyment. Tigrny"s rural households will not
prosper with·the cultural status quo. For th~t matter the status-quo
is. anti-women even though attitudes are changing fast. A recent
report found Itsystematic bias II' against small farmers. The bias
ripples out. ttThe son of the farmer goes to school not to become
a better farmer, but to escape from the farmer's world, which is
considered a world of losers and drudgery. It . One can see the
importance of quality development education. Popular education
can play.a crucial role in actualizing these objectives.

_.We have so far reviewed the importance of popular
~ducation and. its linkages to externalities. What we need to look
into. seriously is harnessing and enriching traditional or
indigenous knowledge in Tigray-and using such knowledge as
a fundamental basis for social.change. The task of building on
the indigenous knowledge system will entail, on. the part of
SAERT; devising development strategies that produce, in
macrocosm, the essential values of the household economy - self
reliance, independence, internal balance, and autoeentric dynamics.
Indeed these are also the core values of sustainability. Paul
Richmds" looking at the West African scene, in his work,
Indi&enous Auicultural Revolution, says that ". .. Indigenous
agric~tura1 knowledge is the single largest knowledge resource not
y~t. mobilized in the development enterprise", and concludes that
"the·most effective and rapid rates of agricultural change will occur
when $te resources are used to back changes that small scale
farmers are already keen to make". The indigenous system is
complex. yet logical and consistent. It has an internal dynamic
system concerned with the gene:r;ation, retention, dissemination and
tr;anSmission of knowledge and skills. The system is supported by
awtudes and value systems which ensure its functionality. There
are also external factors whose impact is to discredit and eventually
destroy in9igenous knowledge' systems. The SAERT Programme
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needS to embark on a serious socio-economic scientific technical
research on how indigenous·agricultural systems work in Tigray.
This task has very useful implications beyond the borders'" of
Tigray.

Governance and Capacity Buildine

Democracy and development are inseparable elements of
good governance. One cannot exist without the other. It is only
when people are free that they can generate ideas which can help
charge their lives. Democracy and good governance are not

. objectives that are instantaneously achieved. They take struggles
to achieve them, struggles organized in several fronts involving
exchange of ideas of diverse nature. Though of a lesser problem
in Tigray, the immediate problems of governance and capacity
building could involve managing competing claims of different
classes and political actors. Like in the rest of Ethiopia Tigray has
just emerged from a system of brutal dictatorship. Democratic
institutions and structures have yet to emerge. Independent groups
such as farmer's organizations, trade unions, chamber of
commerce, cultural and religions groups and all other elements of
civil society have to assert their roles and facilitate and regulate the
process of articulating citizens' demands. Building these
institutions takes time and constant renewal, if they are not to
become instruments for a small elite to manipulate the levers of
,powers and the coffers of public resources. SAERT's style of
operation, in concept and practice, will have to be not only
democratic but a leading jnstitution in democratic deyelQIJment.
Decentralizing governance from regions to zones, Weredas, Tabias
and Kushets is the best means of promoting participation and
efficiency and is a central feature in SAERT~s conception of
institution-building. However decentralized s~ctures have to bei
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genuinely democratic and: riot imtruments for domIDance by local
power elites. There is Widespread awareness in Tigray as well as
responsive institutional set-up in Tigray to prevent this trend from
happening.

. -
A move to decentralization, already beiJig institutionally

entrenched in Tigray, not only affects the way resources are spent
but it also affects the way resources are collected. It could allow,
for example, for resources to be raised locally and in a more
comprehensive manner if the local people are convinced that their
resources'will be used for the benefit of their own communities.
At the same time, with good governance, local communities are
capable of controlling the use of their resources since those in
responsibility will have to operate within a system which calls for
accountability and transparency.

With a decentralized jnstitutioDal framework of SAERT
supported by local resources mobilization, these resources are more
likely to be spent more efficiently since the contributors of these
resources are in control of the flow of these resources. To begin
these processes, SAERT will also operate on a fmancial basis of
local matching with external funds. These local matching of
resources could take the form of local labour and materials.

Decentralization and good governance can also increase
economic participation by facilitating entrepreneurial activity and
thus increase employment in several ways: increased public
expenditure; higher quality services, better support for
entrepreneurs and the private sector as a whole.

One of the central objectives of good governance is ,to
Support a comprehensive human development. The central purpose
of development is to widen the range of people's choices. Income
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and employment are among the important choices. Human
development in itS concrete manifestation involves investing in
human capabilities and such investment can take the form of
knowledge. and skill capacity building or the provision of physical
social services such as in education and health. Mass poverty,
illiteracy" disease, squalor and malnutrition afflicting a large
proportion of Tigray's population' could, as' they' do now,
contribute to social strain and tension. -All of these call for the
development of stronger concepts of security based on sustainable
cultural, social and economic growth. It is precisely for these
reasons that SAERT's conception takes intO account the need to
generate income earning opportunities for the beneficiaries in the
programme ip. the shortest time possible.

Good governance and capacity building take into account
the need to ensure that the people are the primary decision makers.
In other words, development will ooh take place if people are
motivated to identify their needs and are committed, through their
own leadership and participation to realize these needs. It is·
therefore important that SAERT's conception take into account the
need to make sure that the beneficiaries are at the helm of power
and decision in every and all important activities of SAERT.
Unless this essential empowerment process is reflected in SAERT,
the historic goals arid objectives being assigned for SAERT will not
be achieved.

Human Resources Development

An important part of the human resources development
aspect of SAERT is the role that the skilled labour in formal
employment could play in Tigray's agrarian transformation system.
It is quite clear that present consumption has to be forgone for
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future consumption and unless the present generation -is prepared
to sacrifice its level of living so that future generation. of Tigray
can live better, the possibilities for effective changes in Tigray,
especially in the rural areas, may be difficult to foresee. The
problem indeed is a difficult one as present generations·may wish
to live better and now. Persuasive education can help alleviate this
problem as intellectuals and all skilled manpower in the region will
have to decide the principal focus of their identify. They have to
make a choice between self-serving professional expertise and an
authentic commitment to the future well being of those- rural
populations in Tigray viotimized and marginalized by history.

In concrete terms the intellectuals and -skilled professionals
operating through SAERT will be confronted with moral and
material issues over which they have to think clearly. Dedicated
professionals are involved in the political process (not riding above
it) and are moved by passion and commitment. Through SAERT,
some incentives, especially in areas of training will be provided but
the scope of the programme is limited and can only be available on
a phase by phase basis. In· principle, however, the Project
Management Directorate of SAERT should ensure that its skilled
personnel remain motivated in their work, shunning the privileges
and allurements dangled before them either as a result of SAERT
resources or otherwise.

The big challenge facing SAERT is how to develop a
skilled human resource base that is resourceful, productive and
committed to the survival of the People of Tigray. This indeed is
a difficult demand on a social class that has grown used to
abstracting itself away from the people, that has always had access
to privileges while it has considered to be its by right and that bas
usually identified itself with the flow -of history, not its rejects ~

Yet in this age of senseless and high consumption (paradoxically
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in a situation of scarcity) the right values and commitments of this
skilled social class is indispensable. Howeverimportant this social :
class may be to Tigray's development, it must be recognized that
it cannot carry the historic burden. It mUSt be recognized that no
social class can substitute the role of another social class, act as its
custodian and succeed in achieving what the other class wishes to
see achieved. There is no historic precedence to this. The
attempted experiences in this regard have not succeeded very well.
It is precisely for these reasons that SAERT's institutional
conception is based on grassroots participatory development.

Local Resources Mobilization

D~velopment programmes often fail because they are
dependent on imported resources which cannot be replenished at
the end of project/programme period. External resources will be
made available to SAERT on conditional terms, especially or the
commitment of local matching funds and on the understanding that
beyond the-preparatory phase, funding for SAERT's activities will
be provided primarily through the mobilization of resources from
within Tigray and secondarily from Tigrayans in the diaspora. Just
like the dictum 'no taxation without representation' a parallel
slogan- for SAERT will be 'no resource mobilization without
effective representation and decision-making' ~ Accordingly the
beneficiaries, through their elected representatives will assume the
power responsibilities of SAERT. Part of the rationale for this
institutional arrangement is that it would -keep the Tigray
population engaged in mobilizing resources for the activities of the
SAERT Programme. The strategy for achieving this objective is
one that will require special attention by SAERT's project
management.



GrassrOQts Planniili Process

,The key to the success of SAERT's conception of people
centred development lies in the creative - organization and
appreciation of the planning process. Although the planning
process will be based on a two-way process (planniri.g from below
and from above meeting on a converging thought process),
nevertheless the major planning exercise of'evolving sustainable
agriculture and Sound environment for Tigray will be frrmly based
on the actual participation of the beneficiaries. There will not be
a compromise on this basic principle. The planning process from
above can orily play a catalytic role to lubricate and accelerate the
planning process from below, even this, without the slightest

, indication and inclination of domiilation 'OI' excessive influence.
The planning process of project management can show the
alternative possibilities, when these are required, but it cannot do
tJte whole process by itself as has been the case in past rural
development programmes.

The planning process~ in particUlar, will assist in
str~ilgthening the capacity-building objectives of SAERT. It will,
assist in dev,eloping the capability for designing and implementing
grassroots income' generating activities as well as set the
framework, guided by' the Baitos and peoples organizations, for a
comprehensive mobilization of resources for SAERT from
communities iiI Tigray and outside. No less an important objective
of th~ planning process will be conducting strategic studies which·
help create the conditions for sustainable agriculture in the region,
protect the environment and evolve a balanced socio-economic
cultural entity for the people of the region. Research and data
based capacity building will also be important features of SAERT's
planning processes.



Monitorin~ and Evaluation (M+E)

The core of the development challenge in SAERT is not just
to improve both livelihood and equity, important as these are, but
also to build the political, institutional and educational foundations
that such improvements provide, on a self-reliant basis, up to a
socially responsible level and that people develop a practice of both
self-sacrifice and sufficiency. A grassroots based M+E system is
thus called for and such an important system must be conceived,
discussed and agreed at the lowest level of human interaction and
must have an analytical orientation. '

Linka~ With Popular Mass Orpnizations

Considering that SAERT's institutional approach is rooted
in grassroots participatory methodology, .the role of mass

.organizations (Peasant's, youth and .women associations etc.)
within SAERT is crucial for its success. The design of SAERT as
a rural development programme reflects strongly that SAERT
operates closely with these rural organizations. Only through the
involvement of these organizations can SAERT begin to resolve
issues of growth and equity and move towards achieving' the
greater objectives of-sustainable livelihood~ _. In the long-run the
involvement of these. institutions also help SAERT to be cost
effective, quite apart from the day to day support they provide to
SAERT for it to be able to resolve day to day obstacles of
structural, administrative, social, political and institutional n~ture.
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Qr~nizational ,Imperatives

As a participatory programme not all elements of
organization and management of SAERT can be outlined in
advance. To do so would be to preempt the participatory processes
which have to unfold in the course of participation. However,
SAERT~s organizational and management structure must help
strengthen regional and subregional autonomy; it must help avoid
duplication of work, provide incentives, encourage accountability
and transparency, encourage healthy competition between
subregions; help mobiliZe local resources, provide targeted
services, develop and maintain good socio-economic-data as well
as ensure that SAERT remains a programme controlled and
managed by beneficiaries.



CHAPTER VI

: ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEME~rSTRUCTURE
OFSAERT

, ,

Reg.pitulation

The conceptual frameworks for SAERT, as outlined in
Chapter V highlighted the following: control by beneficiaries of
SAERT's policies and programmes; implementation of SAERT's
programmes on an autocentric decentralized framework;
establishment of the planning process at the grassroots level with
the Wereda administrative structure as the focal point for
participation; the intimate involvement of rural peoples'
organizations and representative political bodies, the Baitos, in the
policyIprogrammes formulation and approval of SAERT activities.
These are a few of the principles highlighted in the conceptual
framework. Hereunder are the principal institutional bodies that
will help implement the objectives of SAERT as also highlighted
in the frameworks in Chapter V.

Board of Directors

Board of directors of SAERT will be organized at two
levels, one at Mekelle with all powers to guide, recommend and
fomiulate policies affecting SAERT for decision by the Regional
Government, and another at zonal level with all the powers for
policy and programme formulation and implementation. There will
,be twenty members of board of directors, each, in the regional and
zonal levels of SAERT. The choice of twenty has been arrived at
for reasons of convenience for dialogue and exchange of ideas.
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The composition of the Board of Directors at the regional
level will be as follows:

4 representatives of Peasant Associations, one from
each zone;

- 4 representatives of Women's Associations, one from
each zone;

- 4 representatives of rural Youth Associations, one
from each zone;

- 1 representative of labour organization;
- 1 representative of Chamber of Commerce;
- 2 representatives. of Government;
- 1 representative of Urban Dwellers' Association;
- 1 Independent professional;
- ..2 Chairpersons representing two NOOs' based in

Tigray
TOTAL 20 Board members.

The composition of the Board of Directors at th~ regional
level reflects the regional development balance in Tigray.
Intensive and widespread discussions will be undertaken throughout
Tigray and Ethiopia, highlighting the spirit of the SAERT
programme and only after the successful undertaking of this
process will the SAERT structure be subjected to implementation,
including the composition of the Board of Directors.

The Board will have a Chairman, Deputy Chairman and a
Secretary General. These Will be elected by the'Assembly of the
Board of Directors. The Chairman and Deputy Chairman to be
elected will be representatives of farmers, whereas the Secretary
general could be elected from the other representatives not
representing the farmers. The Terms of Reference of the Board of



Directors and the office holders are outlined in Box 1. The
regional level Board of Directors of SAERT based in Mekelle wilJ
have the final power of decision in the event of differences in
policy or otherwise with the ,Board of Directors based at zonal
level. However such a power will be exercised with great caution
and after extensive discussions between-the Board of Directors or
their designated representatives.

The Board of Directors will meet twice a year, the specific
months for meetings to be determined by the members of the Board
in consultation with the project management directorate ofSAERT.

The composition of the Board of D~ectorsat the wnallevel
will remain the same like those for the region. As long as the
overwhelming dominance by representatives of farmers is
maintained in the structure of the Board of Directors, the number
of representatives could be revised accordingly, if necessary.

It must also be recognized that SAERT as a rural
transformation programme will knock at the doors of every
household in Tigray, be it in the rural or urban areas. By necessity
every household will make a contribution to the effort of
organizing SAERT on a self-reliant and sustainable basis. Because,
of these reasons, the policy decisions of the Board of Directors at
the regional level will be presented for approval by the highest
level Baito in Tigray - the Regional Baito at Mekelle. The same
practice will be maintained where the governing councils of
SAERT at zonal and wereda levels will submit their decisions to
their respective Baitos..
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composition: T4is Board of Directors is an elected bighest policy body of SAERT.
It will be constituted frol representatives of Peasant, Women, Youth, Urban

. DWellers' Associations, Labour Union, Chamber of COI.erce, Government, Defence
Forces, Tiqray-based lfGOs. The Board of Directors will nominate, on the basis
of merit one independent professional to be a member of the Board with full
powers.

Functions: .The Board of Directors will approve all policies, strategies and
proqraoes of SAERT and provide directives for implementation. Before
implementation by SAERT's management directorate, the Board will submit these
policies, strategies and progral9lDes to the Congress, Reqional Council of Tigray
for endorsement and approval. The Board will approve, register and sign all
agreements by SAERT with other organizations; also approve, amend and publish
all by-laws, regulations, directives of SAERT and follow up their
iaplementation: it will develop and approve Terms of Reference of special
events, studies and progrmes and follow up their implementation: develop and
approve the TOR of independent consultants for .Ionitoring and evaluation of
a~ivities of SAERT, including the work of the Board of Directors of SAERT.
Provide overall policy I strategy and programae quidance witOOut entering into
operational aatters; appoint the managing director of SAERT and all management,
professional and _administrative staff of SAERT inclUding their emoluments,
promotions, incentives and work assignments j approve the long and short-tern
programmes of SAERT I inclUding the annual prograue of work and budget; issue
press releases reqardinq activities of SAERT. organize a consultation
conference every two years of all bodies concerned with the implementation of
SAERT: representatives of Baitos, rural organizations, reqional Government of
.Tigray,"management of SAERT, SAERT's Board of Directors, at regi9nal'and zonal
levels as. well as Wereda levels. -

Duration of office holder§: Board of Directors will serve for three years
thereafter their representation in the Board will be contingent upon their
renewal of their mandate of representation from their constituencies.

Meeting: The Board of Directors will meet twice a year, the meeting dates to l>e
deterained by the Board. The secretary General of the Board will ensure that
all review papers are in order before calling a leeting of the Board. Records
of all Ileetings of the Board as well ~s other relevant documents concerning
SAm -will be .aintain~ by the Secretary of the Board.



Project t.fanagelnent Directorate (pl-iD) at Re2ional
(Meke11e) Level

(a) General Functions of PMD

The PMD based at Mekelle will be the central coordinating
unit for all the SAERT operation/implementation activities in
Tigray and outside. The basic functions of PMD at regional level
will be to implement the Work Pr~grammeand Budget (WPB) of
SAERT.

The PMD will be managed by an executive director
who will be chosen and appointed by the Board of
Directors. At the regional level, PMD will have
under its structure six divisions (planning and
programming, monitoring and evaluation, resource
mobilization, education, training, private sector
development, and development support extension
communication). There will be two units, the unit
for administration and fmance and the unit for
internal audit organized in staff line to the executive
director of SAERT. The powers of these units will
be at the same level as those of functional divisions.
Also to be organized in staff line to the executive
director will be four autonomous offices: the
Sustainable Agriculture and Rehabilitation of
Environment Consultancy (SAREC), the Soil
Laboratory Service and Technology Choice and
Maintenance Service. These autonomous units will
operate, until they are financially viable, under the
structure of SAERT and will be administered by
boards of direetors, all of which will be chaired by
the Executive Director of PMD_ There will also be



two other offices organized in staff line to the oiflcc
of the Executive Director of SABRT: the directorate
for Agricultural Operations and the directorate for
natural resources and environmental rehabilitation.
The specific duties and responsibilities of these
structures are outlined .hereunder. The
organizational chart of SAERT at Mekelle level is
outlined in Fig. 2.

(b) Functions of Directorates for Operations

The two directorates - the directorate for agricultural and
natural resources - will be staffed and managed by senior and
experienCed -managers at a level of deputy executive directors.
Both Deputy Executive Directors will be responsible for
coordinating activities in their respective areas of concern.
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DjrtL1nrate for Natur.ii ResouTcvS' &,,. EJlvitvl1mt::llla!
Rehabilitation (DNRER) .

The Project Management Directorate at Region and Zonal
levels will also have departmental technical functions which include
the following:

Administration, Personnel and Finance' "- all
management relating to standardization of
organization and management, salary scales, staff
rules and other functiOns wilt be handled by this
unit. The unit will also handle all fmancial,
procurement and other related activities.

Internal Audit Unit - This unit operating at both
region and zonal levels will handle the responsibility
for auditing all the accounts of SAERT and
submitting these to the Executive Director of
SAERT. With a copy to the Governing Councils,
the Board at regional and zonal levels. This unit
will also facilitate the work of ex~rnal auditors.

Iecbnolo2)T Choice and Maintenance Unit - This
unit will choose, import, stock and maintain all the
technology neces~ for the activities of SAERT.
It will also provide the appropriate training to its
staff so that they can organize and manage this
technology.

Soil Laboratory Unit - A soil laboratory enterprise
will be established in Tigray which will be·
responsible for organizing and managing soil tests
for different activities including for water testing,



mineralogy, construction and other industrial uses.
A section of this enterprise will concentrate on
doing soil tests for SAERT's activities.

There will also be six substantive divisions in SAERT's
structure at regional and zonal levels. These divisions will be
directly responsible to the office of the Executive Director' and his
special assistant. The activities of these divisions are described, in
brief, hereunder: -

Plannio& and Progamming Divisioil - This is one of
the important divisions in the organization and
management of SAERT at region and zonal levels.
It will specifically handle economic research,
activity programming or forward planning, the
organization and management of - credit to
beneficiaries as well as the collection, processing,
analysis of statistical data system. The credit
component of SAERT will be handled in
cooperation with Relief Society of Tigray (RESn.

Resource Mobilization Division - This important
division will develop strategy, policy and
programme for generating resources from within
and outside Tigray which can be used to fulfIl the
activities of SAERT. 1t will also maintain accurate
records on the resources mobilized as well as
provide period information on the ways in which the
resources mobilized have been utilized.

Development Support Extension Communication
Division - The..primary purpose of this division is to
use the media and the printed word to disseminate
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proven knowledge to farmers and from farmers to
field agents and policy makers. In conveying
important message to the public and to beneficiaries
of SAERT, the Division will use communication
tools such as popular theatre, radio, audio-visuals of
various sorts and printed material~including posters,
books and brochures.

Education and Trajnjn~ Division- - This Division is
the most critical Division in SAERT because it will
help SAERT achieve objectives of self-reliant
development. It wiJl assist in the provision of
technical skills to farmers and to the staffof SAERT
in various endeavour. It will, above all, help in
influencing the curricula and contents of education
in Tigray.

Monitoring and Evaluation Diyision - Accurate
planning can only exist in SAERT on the basis of a
feed-back system which takes into account objective
assessment of what is happening to conditions of life
as a result of programme activities. As such the
Division -will help develop and help implement a
beneficiaries based monitoring and evaluation
system, provide continuous training and studies
related to monitoring and evaluation.

- .'

Private Sector Development Division - This
Division will· encourage the injection of private
sector resource in the field ofagriculture and natural
resources 'production, processing and services. In

'; : t -! this respect it will undertake all the necessary
studies to achieve this objective. It will also
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provide periodic information on private sector
involvement -in Tigray's agriculture and natural
resources, organize workshops and seminars,
produce information bulletins, -and undertake all
other tasks which will promote private sector
investments.

SAERT, in its organizational structure will establish two
design engineering services - one at Mekelle and the other at
Axum. The responsibilities of these services include the
undertaking of all technical studies for the construction of irrigation
schemes. These two units will also supervise the construction of
the irrigation schemes, provide training, orgaruze technical
consultations for examining the prepared designs and for choosing
from these designs. Each design team will have the following
manpower.: team leader, system analyst, two design engineers, two
geologist-engineers, one professional hydrologist engineer, two
irrigation engineers, one agronomist, one seniQr surveyor, five
surveying crew, one pedologist/soils expert, two draftsmen, one
earthmoving inspector, two concrete wOrk inspectors, two senior
lab technicians, four laboratory technicians, two secretary typists
and a clerk.

In addition to the two design engineering teams, there will
also be construction crews established in every zone. These crews
will consist of a project manager, a construction engineer, a
construction foreman, three surveyors, ten earth moving operators,
four truck drivers, two operators, three vehicle drivers, two
storekeepers, one time keeper, one chief -meChanic, four
mechatrics, one cashier and an accountant.-

The organizational structure for zonal level activities
remains almost the same as those foreseen for the region. This



means a .Board or Directors will be established at zonal level and
all the organization and management s~cture outlined above.will
also apply at the zonal level. In the long-run, the zones will be
established on an autonomous basis. This is an essential direction
in autoeentric development although it may take some time to

. .

achieve this desirable direction.

Orpnization and Mana&ement of SAERT at Wereda Level

The focal point for participatory initiative for all SAERT
field operations will be the Wereda. By focal point the
understanding is that the field activities of SABRT win assume
shape and technical substance at the Wereda level. This proposal
relates to rural based Weredas as SAERT's basic orientation is the
development of the rural areas. The Wereda administrative/
political level is the mid-way between the grassroots production
base and the upper echelons of administration. It would be
inconceivable and also not cost-effective to coordinate all
participatory initiatives and operational activities. -at the zonal or
regional levels. These administrative units would be too far from
the actual habitat of people and would therefore be inappropriate
places to take hundred of thol:lsands of farmers for consultations or
for practical purposes of information dissemination, skill training
and upgrading.

Even though the Wereda will be designated as the basic
focal pOint for participatory development, nevertheless there are
activities which c1Ulll~t_be .c¢ed out at that level such as the
upgrading of skills of extension agents, progranim~ managers and
so on. Such activities better be done at zo~, and/or regional
level. This is only an e~mple to impress upon -the need to focus
on the Wereda a~ a cetltre for ,implel:llenting ..only grassroots.



activities of. SAERT., Th~ only drawback to such an approa_cQ will
be the shortage of skilled staff to cover the activities of 70 rural
based Weredas. Even this problem will not exist in future
considering that more and more skilled staff will be available. The
most important argument for considering the Wereda as ·the focal
point is that most (and ultimately all) future activities of SAERT
will be carried by the farmers themselves. The training of
animators, participatory groups, the conscientization and training
on participatory. activities, the development of a Wereda level
socio-economic - technical - ecological data base (The Wereda
Data Base System - WDBS), the training and/or upgrading of
participatory groups in various practical works (Masonry, brick
lagging, etc-.) will all be undertaken at the Wereda level.

The same organizational structure envisaged at the zonal
level will also be reflected at the Wereda level, with the following
adjustments:

1. The Governing Council of SAERT at the Wereda
level will be the Wereda 8aito. The composition of
the Governing Council will be the same as reflected
at the zonal level. There will be a general congress
of beneficiaries meeting once a year for consultative
purposes.

2. At the Wereda level and downwards, the activities
of SAERT will be managed by a representative of
beneficiaries endorsed by the Wereda Baito.
He/She will have the title of a SAERT coordinator.
He/She will be elected by a SAERT congress at the
Wereda level to be convened through an election
process at the Tabias.· . C~e will be taken in the
election of such a coordinator taking into



consideration numeracy and literacy skills. Above
aU, the commitment and dedication worthy of a
good peasant fanner. This means there will be 70
coordinators of SAERT at the 'Wereda level. These
coordinators will be- provided with a one month
training programme to be organized at Mekelle' well
before the beginning of the SAERT programme.
Both directly and through the Baito, SAERT will,
develop working-':' 'relations with peoples
organizations, especially with those organizations
like the service cooperatives that will assist SAERT
achieve its objectives. Active working relations will
always be maintained with associations of farmers~

women and youth.

3. Financial auditing will be carried from the zonal
level. There will, however, be an officer' for
Administration and Finance.

4. There will be two deputy coordinators - one for
agriculture and the'other for natural resources and
environmental protection. Just as in the zones these
deputy coordinators will have their respective
subject matter specialists.

5. There will only be five offices (called "divisions" at
zonal and regional levels) namely, planning and
programmingofficers, resource mobilizationofficer,
education and training, monitoring and evaluation
and technology choice and maintenance officers).
At the Wereda level, there will not exist offices for
private sector development and Development
Support Extension Communication (DSEC).
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Ot:pnindional Structures at Tabia and Kushet Levels

The 0-+ M structures at Tabia and Kushet levels will have
an orientation totally. geared towards achieving objectives of
participatory development. The structure will be staffed and
managed by partkipatory beneficiaries. Since the participatory
structures at Kushet and Tabia levels are very closely inter-linked,
one leading to the other and dependent on it, such a structure will
be reviewed in unison. Let us first examine how 'the 0 +M
structure emerges at the Kushet level, how it is constituted and
how it functions.

Kushet Leyel 0 + M Structure

The primary task of institutional-building at the Kushet level
is the voluntary creation by beneficiaries of participatory groups.
Participatory groups are of diverse natui-e: tI;1ey can be production
oriented income earning groups; they can be a group established
for undertaking development and conservation works like terracing,
irrigation, construction, water use~ handicrafts, farm tools, etc.... _
The Glijiles are one of such groups often used in Tigray mainly for
construction and terracing works. Some of the-basic principles in
the formation of participatory groups are summarized below.
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Kushet Level ,PgticiHtor.y GrOURS -

" 1'~ Participatory -groupS· are constituted voluntarily through the
free and- active choice of beneficiaries.

2$ Participatory groups are created by beneficiaries themselves
after ertensivedebate of objectives of groupinqs to achieve
social change. They are the lain ,vehicles for social chanqes.
SUcb groups make it easier to reach the largest nUiber of the
rural poor and- thereby organize essential serviCes I such as,
credit.

3. Part.icipatory groups establish their OiM, define and execute
their activities smzetilles tOgether} b~t _often ti~es, on the
basis of division of labour. They elect their oWn leaders
through open and fr~ elections, set. the terms ,. of such

I .' - leadership and through dialogue ensure the leadership is I,
4ccountable to its 'constituency. Transparency and
accountability are cardinal rules

4. The participatory groups Just be .hOllogeneous in their incomes
and social and gender profile to ensure avoidance of dominance
and dependency and enhat1ce work effectiveness. The size of
participatory groups will be detemned by the groups tbellSelves
and usually does not exceed 25 members.

5. Training will be- provided to group lead@IS who in turn will
train beneficiaries OD various aspects of SAERT's activities
depending on the needS of qroups and localities.

6. In SAERT participatory groups will plan what they want to do in
. income generating acti~itieS. or in physical planning such' as

locating the site of daIS and developing plans for building such
daD, its irrigation structures,- the use of the' water stored and
so on.

7. Group animators either fro. the conunity or frOi outside will
work side by side with participatory groups, learn and at the
sale time pass knowledge to groups.
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It is, of course, obvious that the participatory groups will
be formed primarily in the areas where SAERT will concentrate its
activities most. This means around or near the areas of irrigation
schemes.- The formation of groups is the most delicate and
difficult exercise. The animators or field extension and others who
will work closely with the groups will require rigorous training on
concepts and methods of participatory development. The success
of participatory development will depend on this training
programme and on how well the animators prepare themselves for
such a challenging task.

Tabia Leyel 0+M SbJCture

At the Tabia level, SAERT will have an organizational and
staff' presence. However, the strncture will be staffed by the
beneficiaries themselves. The beneficiaries heading' -the SAERT
offic~ at Tabia level will be elected representatives of participatory
groups. The following group representation institutional processes
could be envisaged:.

(1) At the Kushet level, participatory groups get formed
through voluntary democratic processes. The leadership of
participatory groups, with the full knowledge and consent
of the rank and file are represented at the Tabia SAERT
congress and elect Tabia level permanent staff of SAERT.
These will not be a salaried leadership but some form of

on-and-off incentive system could be provided.

(2) The following Tabia level offices could be envisaged:
Coordinator for SAERT
Agricultural officer
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Natural Resources & Environmental Protection
Officer

. ·Resource Mobilization Officer
Training/Education Officer'
AccountantJTreasurer
Monitoring and Evaluation.

These officers will be provided with appropriate training 
general as wen as specific - and will work closely with Wereda
based trained animators and subject matter -technical staff of
SAERT. Kushet level plans will be cleared at the Tabia Baito. No
SABRT beneficiaries conference is anticipated at this level.



CHAPTER VII

MAIN ROLES OF THE FARMER IN THE SUCCESSFUL
IMPLEMENTATION OF SAERT

INTRODUCTION

Experiences allover the world indicate that the top-down
approach to development with little input from beneficiaries have
generally resulted in serious failures and disillusionment for
beneficiaries as well as for programme planners. Pa..-Ucipatory
approach to development needs to tailor the design and
implementation of programme to the needs and capabilities of
people who are supposed to benefit from them. Indeed some
sociologiSts are against identifying people as "target groups" ~
Rather, they argue, they should be considered as "intended
beneficiaries" since they are to be benefited, rather than impacted.
Planning procedures need to understand the critical ingredients of
participation. This means participation in decision-making,
participation in implementation, resource mobilization,
participation in benefit sharing, and participation in monitoring and
evaluation.

The fact that SAERT will be organized on a completely
participatory framework has implications which are going to be felt
throughout Tigray, outside Tigray in Ethiopia and outside Ethiopia.
Great care must be taken to ensure that beneficiaries bandle all the
activities and decisions of SAERT. Depending on who is handling
the participatory efforts of SAERT, there is a real danger that
SAERT's operations could be as equally bureaucratic as the other
programmes of rural development being organized and managed by
government and quasi-government institutions. The bureaucratic
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imperatives of po\:ver and secwity are menacing to' real
development. That is why special attention needs to be paid ~,

SAERT 'to the <langers of bureaucratization.

The modem bureaucracy is a basically alien world, quite
distjnct from eithersociety ,or its predecessor, the community. The
confl~cts between bur~ucracy and society can be described and
analyzed in five aspects; "First. as a political entity, bureaucracy
is authoritarian,with hierarchial control instruments. It replaces the
needs of people Wi~!h~' 'needs of syste~,; $econd. bureaucracy
hires fuDetionaries instead of citizens. Bureaucracy applies
management instead of'leadership; IhiDl as a cultural entity,
bureaucracy replaces social norms with operational codes, and
ethics with effectiveness; Fourth. as a psychological instrunl~nt,

bureaucracy creates new forms of dependency. It changes the.way .
people think, including the words they use. It replaces dialogue
with command and casual reasoning with analogues r~oning;

Fifth. as a social entity, bureaucracy turns people into ca~ and
social actions into functions. THE RESULT IS
DEHUMANIZATION. The beneficiaries ofSAERT should ensure
that these bureaucratic impediments do not surface, in any way, in
the organization and management of SAERT.

Another cardinal role for SAERT is the avoidance of
dependence. Beneficiaries should not be led to adopt a psychology
of dependency since that would be the very antithesis of
development. Rather, SAERT should aim at the strategy of
"assisted self-reliance" for suStainable development. The concept
of self-reliance has been'described in Chapter VI.

SABRT aims at combining ~~ technical know-how of its
staff with local community know~ge to advance its objectives.
Further, it aims at combining its institutional capacities to local



community organizations. SAERT understands that project
implementation cannot be mechanically planned from above and
expect the community to be available for project implementation
purposes only and then hope for meaningful results.

,- " It has been seen earlier that farmers will be effectively
represented at the various levels of SAERT starting at the regional
level. The aim of this part of the discussion is to suggest the
possible roles of the farmer in the participatory approach at the
field level, where, mthe final analysis, the intended beneficiaries
are found and the success or failure of the project is determined.

The Role of the Fanner

For the purpose ofthis discussion "farmer" means any adult
in the rural community including women whether or not the_
women are heads of households. The farmer is assumed to have
his various associations or organizations through which the voice
of the fanner is heard in the various development activities. Some
of the roles of the farmer that are outlined below indicate that
participation of the fanner is absolutely decisive for the success of
SAERT. - Hereunder are some of the roles of the farmer.

1. Choice of Site and I dtndboldin~ Arraneements

This is definitely an area where the role of the farmer
would be decisive. First, there has to be a consensus in the
community aboJJt the location of· the .various sites of the project
package - in terracing and afforestation, the location of dams and
irrigation fields; etc. These are sensitive issues that would be best
left to the community to decide, by local consensus, based on
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traditional social understanding and sense of justice. lmr0~ed

decisions on such matters by a government organ is bound to result
in confusion and conflict and even down right hostility to the
project, as has been witnessed in several projects around the world.

In irrigation projects, in particular, the issue is extremely
sensitive. First there is the-question of which-lands are communal
and which lands are indiVidually held. In such cases, where the
dams are to be' built on iridivi<iiially held lands, there-will be no
democratic or justifiable way of 'avoiding the issue of due and fair
compensation for the displaced iridividuals and their families. It
should be added here that such solutions to such problems can
rarely be prescribed from outside and be successful. Such
solutions shou1dbest be left to the community to prescribe based
on tTaditi~ ways of dealing with such situations, with SAERT's
involvement being limited to providing technical assistance- such as
land measurement etc, as and when required. This, in a nutshell,
means that the best solutions for - such issues need to be
beneficiaries as opposed to bureaucratic solutions.

Conservation work, including afforestation, has -been noted
to be an impOrtant component of SAERT. Afforestation work at
the watersheds helps to decrease in sedimentation of the dams. As
a result, the planted forestry sites should be demarcated and should
be off limit to individuals or groups seeking to cUt trees for
individual use. The undergrowth should also' be protected from
encroaching livestock. Policing of these areas cannot realistically
be done by forest rangers of the government. Here again it will be
the _responsibility of the farmers themselves to set the rules and
enforce them. After all, destruction of the forests will affect the
community as a whole.



As mentioned earlier, SAERT can only assist the farmers 
in such endeavour but cannot take over activities that the peasants
themselves can do and- dictate solutions. SAERT can only
supplement local organization but can never replace them and
expect to be effective. Experience in project work in many parts
of the underdeveloped world have indicated to people associated
with project work this fact. Most experts are in agreement with
the view that governments should unambiguously avoid activities
which communities can do for themselves in their own interest, but
should intervene when exceptional problems are beyond a
comm~ty~s power to overcome.

2. -. Dam and Irri2ation Structures Construction

-It .has been repeatedly emphasized above that the" central
strategy of SAERT is to assist farmers to increase~agricultural
production on a ,sustained basis and to rehabilitate their
environment. Here again the principles of -the participatory
development demand that there should be substantial- participant
input in project implementation. The main reason for -this is to
engender the feeling of ownership in the individual farmer and

-con~uently to install self-reliance on a sustainable basis.

SAERT has been designed to combine manpower and
equipment inputs on a reasonably rationale -basis. Government and
donors will provide' machinery and equipment and cover the
running expenses."Machinery and equipment are provided for two
specific reasons. The first reason is that some activities by their
nature (like earth 'compaction) can· only' be made by heavy
machines if the structures are to remain serviceable for a long
period of time. Structures compacted manually have little useful
life and, therefore, are uneconomical. The second reason for
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a~~isting farmer~ with machinery is because sonIe ofthe work takes
a great deal of time, if done manually. This 'means that
construction work may not be completed on time and that with the
advent of the rains the uncompleted structures may be damaged or
washed away.. SAERT also bas other inputs to the project such as
technical assistance, provision of nurseries and seeds, etc. These
resources from outside are, however, repayable by the farmers.

The design of SAERT at present assumes that there is going
to be a fifty-fifty mi~ of machinery and labour in the construction
work. These figures may be revised depending on the peculiarities
of the individual sites.

However, one thing should be stressed again and,again.
The project beloD&s to the farmers and only to the fanner.
The farmers are not there to assist the macbineo to do the
job; Quite the contra[y, The machines are there to assist the

_farmers to help themselves.

Having said that, it is incumbent on the farmers to supply
the necessary manpower needed to work on the project sites. The
manpower requirement for the construction work has already been
stated to be fifty percent. Conservation work at the watersheds,
however, is wholly done manually as there is no urgent
requirement for the presence of machinery.

Having accepted these propositions at the outset, the
farmers themselves should figure out a way to ensure that the
necessary manpower required on each day of project
implementation is promptly available. Sharing of work on an
equitable basis should ideally be decided by consensus. The
capacity of different households to supply labour can differ
measurably as does the capacity to do the heavier work differ from
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individual to individual. Som~. households may have large
numbers of able-bodied members while others may not. The case
of heads of families that are women, the elderly or the sick should
be given special consideration in this respect. Wh~tever the case
may be, though,.. it should be understood properly that the supply
of the necessary labour each day of project"implementation will be
crucial to proper project implementation. The supply of labour and
the supervision of its effective utilization should be undertaken by
the coordination and management of the farmers.

3. Water Allocation

This subject has been a real concern to project planners.
The experience in many peasant irrigation schemes in different
parts of the world where. landholding arrangements are strictly
private and static indicate in-built potentials for conflict. In times
where the irrigation system is unable to supply sufficient water for
all the irrigators, the burden of such development has fallen on
water users who are disadvantageously located - that is those water
users at the tail of the canal while those situated at or near the head
of the canal receive sufficient water. The disadvantaged water
users do not usually sit down quietly and see their lands parched
while plots of other users within the same system are greening and
prospering. In many cases forceful interference with the system
have resulted !n damages to the system and fights among members.

Such possible developments must be foreseen with regard
to the irrigation. projects envisaged for the peasants in Tigray.
Appropriate solutions for the equitable allocation of water to all
members dwing periods of water shortage should be worked out
by the peasants themselves. The. peasants within the irrigation
systems-envisaged in the SAERT programme may perhaps wish to



look. into the experience of peasants in one irrigation scheme in ont,
country in Asia who found a solution to the problem.

Irrigators in the zanjera Danum irrigation scheme in the
Philippines 'have avoided conflicts of the above nature by devising
a unique landholding arrangemenL The irrigated fields are divided
into two or three blocks starting from the head of the canal to the
tail of the canal. These blocks are then divided into several
parallel parcels on either side of the lateral. The sizes of
landholding may differ from one owner to another. But all
irrigators have parcels in all blocks although in different sizes. In
other words parcels of an individual farmer are not contiguous.
The engineering and landholding arrangements have created the
conditions for relatively equitable distribution of water to all users.
In the case of water shortage-, the farmers collectively decide riot_c. ,
to irrigate one or more blocks in the field; The total farm size of
all farmers will as a result be reduced proportionately. But, on the
other hand, all farmers will have some irrigated land since they
have parcels in each block.

One obvious lesson to be considered" from the above
example is that the water users' associations have been well
organized and sufficiently developed. These associations are strong ,
and are empowered. Water users' associations within the SAERT
programme should also be empowered in a democratic and
participatory context. A water users association should have
regulatory and decision making powers and not be simply one
concerned with cleaning the ditches. One of the strengths of the
irrigation system in the Asian country mentioned above, it is said,
is its clear policy regarding the authority of the local associations.
Each system of less than one thousand hectares has one association
with responsibility for operating and maintaining the system. Dlc
association is a lela} entity with water npts Rpstered in ih
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name. This arrangement presents a clear ratiQnale for the farmers
to coinmit their time and energy to developmg "their associa~ori.
Perhaps the government and would be irrigators in the SAERT
programme - and indeed all potential irrigators in Tigray - need to
think along these Imes. This, in essence, is the rationale for
participatory development and beneficiary empowennent. Most
oftet1 there has been a negative paternalistic assumption all over the
underdeveloped world that an irrigators' association need not be
formed until the arrival of water in the canals. Experience argues
otherwise. Social organizations need to be fielded well in advance
so that the local beneficiaries will have effective participation in the
development of the system before the system is in place.

Effective organization of these associations is, therefore, an
immediate concern. It has to be clear at the outset that such
thinking has a great number of followers among project planners
in the field of communal irrigation projects so much so that
establishment of water users' associations has recently become a
component of water management schemes in many irrigation
projects around the world.

4. Operation and Maintenance

The potential benefits of completed projects can only be
realized if operation and maintenance are satisfactory. These
activities are not very easy to organize and implement especially in
much of the underdeveloped world since they require a miitimum
level of skill at all levels. As a result many projects including
irrigation systems, deteriorate very quickly.. This results in the
non-reliability of services demanding major and expensive
rehabilitation efforts prematurely.
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With regard to irrigation projects, sedimentation of major
dams owing to inadequate maintenance bas been a common
ocCUrrence. Expensive investments made for the purpose of
garnering benefits for decades have been found to have much
shorter lives. World Bank studies indicate that inadequate
operation and maintenance of water distribution networks, as in
India and Indonesia, had limited the system's ability to allocate
water to areas where its marginal productivity is highest and had
deprived farmers of the full benefit of irrigation when water
arrived late, if at all.

With the SAERT projects, we are not talking about
irrigation only. We have a number of other components that
require effective operation and maintenance, i.e. the conservation
works, the nursery sites, drinking water and grain milling services;
etc," In the developing world, it is often said, it is not'only the
absence of such services that is the problem. A real serious
problem is that which follows when existing plants and services fail
and cannot operate because of the lack of immediate maintenance
services.

'., Within the SAERT project, these problems need not assume
serious proportions since the problems are envisaged beforehand.
Here again, the S~RT project assumes the effective participation
of the intended beneficiaries in all such work without which one
cannot seriously envisage the proper functioning of the projects.
The farmers, as owners of the projects, are expected to be ready
and willing to provide the necessary labour, material, funds, and
other resources, as and when the need arises so that these activities
will be carried out at standards which ensure an uninterrupted flow
of benefits.



5. , Resource Mobilization and Cost Recovery

Resource mobilization for the individual project sites of
SAERT bas already been briefly stated above. The government
and donors contribute their share in the form of technical
assistance, equipment, machinery and infrastructure as well as
funds for project implementation. The potential beneficiaries also
contribute their share mainly in the form of labour and given
materials and small equipment. This is quite satisfactory as far as
the short period of project implementation is concerned. The more
problematic issue arises later on when the beneficiaries themselves
take over the responsibility of operation and maintenance of the
various project components. Apart from the beneficiaries'
contributions in labour for the routine and periodic maintenance of
the irrigation system, for example, funds will be needed for other
inputs required. The financial and economic p~ciple of cost
reeoy-ery and other financial measures need to be applied
:uncompromisingly.

We have repeatedly emphasized that the projects belong to
the beneficiaries themselves we have also agreed that the projects
should be sustainable. If the project has to be sustainable, it has
to, at least, be able to perpetuate itself at a given level. However,
this cannot be considered enough. The beneficiaries should agree
to strive to eventually upgrade and even expand the activities of the
project. One path to follow would be the principle of cost
recovery to help guarantee sustainability. The princip'e establishes
that project beneficiaries pay for the benefits yielded by the
project.

Normally a cost recovery policy has three ingredients:
economic efficiency, income distribution, and revenue generation.
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We ~. start with economic efficiency~ By economic
efficiency we mean that we need to ensure that the goods and
services produced by a project are utilized efficiently. The prices
charged for the goods and services .should ensure that resources are
used efficiently to maximize a project's net benefit. The efficient
price in this respect is generally taken to be the marginal cost of
producing the last product or service sold. Under-pricing of goods
and services evidently entail wastage. Every benefit has its costs
and; therefore, the prices charged must reflect this reality. An
unusually low price of commodities encourages consumers to be
waSteful. For example, a very low price for water may encourage
consu~ers to use water in a wasteful manner. This is not only
uneconomic to the water producer. There are other side-effects as
well. first the producer may go bankrupt and services are.
disrupted. Second, even if services are not disrupted, the
profligate use of water arising from low prices soon results in
water shortages. Either way, a significant departure from
efficiency pricing results in a sacrifice of economic benefits.

The ~econd ingredien~ of the policy of cost recovery is the
policy ofincome distributioJi~ This ingredient may, however., not .
apply to the SAERT project. the policy is more directly applied'
to projects directly run by government. And.since the projectS·'are -,.
not government property but the property of the farmers, we need ,'.
not go into the application of the ingredient. '

The third ingredient of the policy of cost recovery is the .
policy of revenue eeneratiQD. With respect to this subject one
can, for all practical purposes, consider the individual SAERT
projects as financial and economic enterprises owned and run by
the'individual communities. As all enterprises go, there are solid
financial objectives that need to be met if they are ever going to be
sustainable.



One of the principal financial objectives of a revenue 
earning enterprise is cost recovery of investment and operations.
By this is meant that the enterprise must be able to earn sufficient
revenue to earn a reasonable return on all of its invested capital.
A reasonable return in this case means the degree to which the
enterprise can generate enough funds from its own resources to
make a satisfactory contribution to its future capital requirements.
It also means that the enterprise will be enabled to meet all of its
debt service and other capital obligations as and when required.
Lastly it also means the extent to which the enterprise will have
adequate liquidity, that is, sufficient working capital to cover all
current operational costs.

It will now be necessary to see the above objectives in light
of how SAERT projects need to operate.

We can start with cost recovery of investment. SAERT
projects are going to incur substantial investment costs. There are
cost on the construction of the dams and irrigation infrastructure.
There are cost on grain mills and drinking water supply. There are
also other infrastructural .costs. The costs are being shred by the
government and the farming communities. Part of these
investment costs can be seen as the governmenfs gifts to the
communities. The rest, however, have to be accounted for based

L/: '.
on the fmancial objectives of a revenue - earning enterprise. And ''',,,-
so, the principle of cost recovery should be strictly observed. We ~
shall now proceed to briefly examine the possible practical
application of the financial objective of cost recovery of
investment.

We start with the dams and irrigation infrastructure. The
irrigation system obviously has a limited life after which period it
needs to be reconstructed. There should be enough resources set



aside·for this eventuality. The case of the drinking water supply
sY'~m and the grain mills is the same. They will have to be
replaced eventually. Resources need to be set aside for such
eventualities too. How are these resources to be set aside and
where do the resources come from?

The above questions are very fundamental. Project
benefictanes should thoroughly understand the implications ofthese
questions. They should also pledge to strictly abide by the rules
of the agreement concerning the answers to the above questions.
~erWise there can.be no talk of sustainability .-

The answers to the questions are simple and universal.
.First' the farmers need to have a Strong accounting system. This
inay be li~ted to simple but reliable book keeping.. Experience
within Ethiopia concerning the cooperative movements in the
country shows that the absence of a reliable book-keeping system
has been 'one of the principal causes for the failure of many of the
cooperatives. There are two distinct ways in which the lack of a
reliable book keeping system contributes to such failures. First is
the lack of know-how. Innocent mistakes arising from ignorance
can contribu~e to fmanciallosses. In the second case, the lack of
a p~oper book-keeping system encourages corruption in the
ex~tt.ve' officers where frequently financial activities are abused
and resources are misused resulting in damaging losses to the
cooperatives. Beneficiaries should strive to have appropriate
accounting systems even if that means hiring competent people at
substantial salaries. The books to be kept should not only keep
records of operational costs- and revenues but should also contain
theapprqpriate Bpreciation chatles for investment costs. The

. ariliual depreciation costs should'then be deducted from the annual
revenues and set aside for the eventUal replacement of investment
items.
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The second question we have asked ourselves is where the
resources will,be coming from. The.answer is simple. They will
be generated internally. We have stated above that every benefit
has its costs. The fanners should be ready to pay the appropriate
price for the goods and services they receive-. We have talked
about the efficiency price of goods and services. In this respect we
mean, for exampie, the price of water for irrigation purposes
(water-user charges), the price of drinking water, and the price of
milling grains. Any effort to under-price these commodities will
undermine any prospect of viability the projec~ may have.

The second fmancial objective we mentioned above was the
ability of the enterprise to met all of its debt service requirements.
With regard to the grain mills and other similar investment items,
debt servicing cost is applicable. The pric~s of the goods· arid
services yielded by such investments must also include the amounts
necessary to cover these costs. .

The third and last financial objective mentioned above deals
with the capacity of the project to be adequately liquid, that is, the
capacity to have at hand at all times sufficient working capital to
cover all current operational costs including the crucial
maintenance costS. Beneficiaries should assure that this will not be
a problem by striving to have good management, arid of course,
ensuring that the proper prices are charged on the project's goods
and services.

To conclude this part of the discussion, potential
beneficiaries should understand and be convinced that for every
benefit there is the approprjate cost if the development project is
ever to be sustainable. In short, they should not be sUrprised that
rain and flood waters from the dams are commodities and have
their pri~s and are not just free goods provided by nature.
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6. M~ketini, CrtXiit and saviQ&s

For our purpose here, marketing means that part of the
agricultural infrastructure network dealing with the post-harvest
system for col1ecting~ _storing, transporting, processing, and
retailing agricultural. surpluses. A few eye brows may be raised
here when this subject is raised with regard to SAERT.
Superficially, the _scepticism may be app8!ently justified since the
project is initiated in a region of chronic and growing food-deficit.
It should be emphasized here, that the strategy of SAERT (the
potential beneficiaries included) is not limited to guaranteed self
sufficiency in agricultural products for the direct project
beneficiaries.

Irrigated agriculture, with all the envisaged modern inputs
and improved cultural practices, should be able to produce a
reasonable amount of surplus. Beneficiary farmers must comeJnto
the project with an unshakable belief that this is- possible--and
shoulq be determined to produce as much surplus as they possibly
can. In short, they should be ready to depart from the traditional
subsistence mentality. But this can not be sustainable if there is -no
effective markef;ing infJ:,astructure. Lack ofmarketing oppOrtUnities
serves as a powerful' 'disincentive to farmers to increase their
production. We should not let this happen to the intended
beneficiaries 01 the SAERT project, either in the preparatory phase
or the whole ten-year period of the project life, of SAERT. The
project should avoid the problem of disincentive due to lack of
marketing opportunities which has for· a long time been a major
problem throughout sub-Saharan Africa where marketing-accounts
for a disproportionate share of total production and deliv~ costs.
In most cases because producers are more dispersed,· output is
lower and more variable and transport costs are extremely high.
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With the SAERT project, luckily, we are envisaging dealing
with compact irrigated,areas with relatively large surpluses. If the
marketing network can be organized effectively, we can expect
substantial financial benefits from lower transport charges owing
to economies of scale, as well as from value added coming from
processing of agiicultural products.

How do the intended beneficiary -farmers organize a
reasonably effective marketing network? Obviously they have to
first be organized. They have to organize themselves to be an
effective marketing cooperative. At least in such matters rugged
individualism must have no place. It should be curtailed by
consensus because such individualism is going to be
counterproductive. It has to be discouraged not only on grounds
of the financial advantages of cooperative marketing, but may also
mean the loss of credit facilities.

Though production and products are individual, establishing
a marketing network should be a cooperative effort. Again, the
rules of establishing and running the marketing cooperatives should
strictly abide by the financial objectives of an enterprise and the
necessary accounting system that have been discussed above. The
cooperatives should aim at not only being solvent but should also
aim at expanding and upgrading their services. There is no reason
why they should not aim at establishing small proceSsing
industries, upgrading their storage and weighing systems, and even
buying their own freight transport vehicles and the like.

Credit and savings is another subject that needs to be treated
here since we are dealing with potentially sustainable development.
Rural communities normally do not borrow for development but
for consumption. during times of adversity. Borrowing for
development and making savings is a -trend that has to be
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encouraged in Tigray. It is obvious that the formal financial
institutions have~-for practical reasons, been able to cater to the
needs of.the majority of the rural communities. For one thing
there are very few of them.. For _another the small farmers are so
dispersed -and -their Sl1Iplus productio~ and savings so low that
banks have difficulties in conductiJ:lg -fil)aIlC~Y sound bu~iness.

Added to this is the fact that farmers' flow of funds are extremely
seasonal. fOf. the banks, the cost of serving rural popUlations is
very high because of the small size of average savings deposits and
loans that makes it difficult to spread overhead costs. Some people
even suggest that there is also a problem-of cultural distance
between farmers and bankers. A very serious obstacle to credit for
farmers is also the fact that banks demand collateral for advancing
credit. This is understandable because agriculture is inherently
risky arising from conditions beyond the individual farmer's
control including weather and fluctuating agricultural prices.

It is envisaged that conditions with SAERT beneficiaries
will be significantly different. We are proposing a more dynamic
agricultural economy with much· higher productivity and more
stable production because of the advantages of irrigation practice
and modem inputs. Further, we are envisaging a number of
compact and organized communities in co~tra-distjnctionwith the
dispersed and individualistic nature of rural settlement.

SAERT envisages that beneficiaries will soon advance
beyond subsistence to the production of marketable surpluses.
Farmers' activities will be increasingly commercial and monetized.
With the income they receive, they will be able to buy farm inputs,
goods and services for family consumption and will be increasingly
in a position to save for investment purposes. To preserve and

. accelerate this dynamism, fanners need to have reliable formal
financial services.
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It is assumed that project beneficiaries will not face major
difficulties in dealing with the banks in the region as long as they
are organized in viable service cooperatives. They will then be
in a position to ensure a regular and timely supply of the inputs
required by the new technology such as improved seeds, fertilizers,
and crop and animal protection services for individual use. They
can also collectively as members of a project receive credit for
general project use to sustain the project.- Once again it is
necessary to emphasize the indispensability of organization. It is
also necessary to emphasize the need for ensuring that the
organizations are managed competently and honestly.

Project beneficiaries should also look into the possibility of
organizing their own internal savin~s and loans associations. These
associations will help in ensuring that members will be encouraged
to save more and limit unnecessary consumption. They will also
come in handy in emergency situations when members are strapped
for cash.

7. Capacity Buildina- and Manpower Development

In the above paragraphs we have been dealing with various
aspects of the role of the farmer. We have seen that there is a
great deal expected of the farmer. We have also seen that the only
sure way for the farmer to ~eap the benefits of the project on a
sustained basis is by working as an organized force with defined
divisions of responsibility. The creation of viable farmers'
organization will certainly be assisted by the project. Aside that,
however, it is the farmers themselves that are ultimately
responsible for ensuring that their organizations are viable.
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We have argued int be above passages that· there will be a
need for technically qualified people in operation and maintenance
work as well as in the field of accounting and management. Some
of these technically qualified people may be supplied by the project
initially. But this cannot be a lasting arrangement. The farmers
will need to have their own people in the respective posts very
soon. There are at least two possibilities for realizing this.

First) it is possible for the farmers to hire these qualified
people ,from outside. But to attract such individuals to live in these
111n\l:aieas may not be so easy. Living· quarters Will have to be
organiZ~ for them. They will ~eed to be paid attractive salaries;
etc.

The second possibility is to· produce these professionals
from among the farming commumties. Farmers can elect their
brightest and most promising members for training for the posts.
While such training can be arranged by the project, the farmers
should be willing to cover the extra costs needed to support the
trainees such as the payment of subsistence allowances. There
needs ofcourse to be some legal arrangement whereby the graduate
trainee would be obliged to come back and serve his community
for a given period of time. Payment could take many forms. The
individual may be salaried. Or it is possible that his plot of land
will be cultivated for-him by the community. the community needs
to come to an agreement with the graduate trainee on such matters
and other aspects of employment. The individual would also be
required to give training to other members of the community in the
field in which he has specialized. This helps to ensure that there
will be a perpetuity of technical memory.
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8. Monitorini and Evaluation

-As ·the owner of the project, the farmer should be very
active in monitoring- and evaluation of the progress of work on the
project. The farmer as an individual or as a collective must take
it upon himself to - follow up work to ensure the smooth
implementation of the project. -SAERT's personnel and his own
elected officers will have the obligation to make periodic progress
reports to the community. the community has the duty to evaluate
the reports critically, point· out shortcomings, suggest alternative
solutions to problems and also suggest alternative approaches to
implementation as and when the needs arise and follow up the
implementation of collectively agreed resolutions.
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CONCLUSION

In this chapter, attempts have been made to highlight
SAERT's participatory approach to development. We have seen
that the farmer, as the actual owner of the project, will be playing
a leading role in making the project a reality. We are aiming at
dynamic and sustained development. There is no one able to make
this a reality other than the farmer himself.

We have tried to see some of the specific elements of the
project where the role and initiative of the farmer is decisive. In
a nutshell we have attempted to show the role of the farmer and
the initiatives expected of him in the following areas:

1. Choice of sites and landholding arrangements;
2. Dam and irrigation structure construction;
3. Water allocation;
4. Operation and maintenance;
5. Resource mobilization and cost recovery;
6. Marketing, credit and savings;
7. Capacity building and manpower development;
8. Monitoring and evaluation.

The degree to which the farmer can take up the above
responsibilities successfully will decide to what extent the SAERT
project will succeed in its strategy of sustained agricultural
development' and environmental rehabilitation of Tigray. There
will of course be sacrifices along the way; but the benefits waiting
at the end of the tunnel are bound to be a great deal higher.
Considering the experience of the recent past - in the long years of
struggle and the few years of reconstruction, there can be little
doubt that the farmer of Tigray will surely arrive at the end of that
tunnel.




